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Abstract. In this paper we generalise results regarding the order of accuracy of finite difference
operators on Summation-By-Parts (SBP) form, previously known to hold on uniform grids, to grids
with arbitrary point distributions near domain boundaries. We give a definite proof that the order
of accuracy in the interior of a diagonal norm based SBP operator must be at least twice that of
the boundary stencil, irrespective of the grid point distribution near the boundary. Additionally, we
prove that if the order of accuracy in the interior is precisely twice that of the boundary, then the
diagonal norm defines a quadrature rule of the same order as the interior stencil. Again, this result
is independent of the grid point distribution near the domain boundaries.
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1. Introduction. Summation-By-Parts (SBP) operators, applied in the discreti-
sation of systems of partial differential equations have received considerable attention
since they lead to provable energy stability [25], and recently, entropy stability [6] for
well-posed problems. Finite difference stencils on SBP form were first introduced in
[14, 15] based on central difference schemes of order 2 and 4. Later, operators with
minimal bandwidth using stencils of order 6 and 8 were developed in [22]. In [3, 19]
SBP operators of orders up to 8 for both first and second derivatives were presented.

The SBP concept has been extended to methods outside the finite difference
community. These include spectral collocation and spectral element methods [2, 8, 9]
as well as correction procedures via reconstruction [21]. Further, the finite difference
class of SBP operators has been enlarged to multidimensional operators similar to
Galerkin methods [12] as well as to grid dependent stencils akin to element based
methods [5]. In this paper we restrict our attention to fixed stencil finite difference
schemes and do not consider these extended approaches further.

Implicit to the definition of an SBP operator is the notion of a discrete norm.
If this norm is represented by a diagonal matrix, the associated operator is referred
to as a diagonal norm based SBP operator. To avoid stability issues on curvilinear
grids [23], and in general for problems with variable coefficients [20], finite difference
operators on SBP form are in practice usually based on a diagonal norm.

The focus in this paper is on SBP operators consisting of a repeated central dif-
ference stencil in the interior, and one-sided stencils near boundaries and interfaces.
We introduce the notation SBP(τ ,2s) to refer to such an operator that is of order τ
near the boundary and of order 2s in the interior. For completely uniform grid distri-
butions, the accuracy of SBP(τ ,2s) is known to be dictated by two main constraints;
we will formalise these as Theorems 4 and 5 in the next section. The first one states
that s ≥ τ , i.e. the order of accuracy of the interior stencil is at least twice that of
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the boundary [14]. This implies a global convergence rate of order τ +1 for first order
hyperbolic problems, and τ + 2 for parabolic and second order hyperbolic problems,
if the approximation is pointwise bounded [10, 11, 24, 26]. Naturally, this reduction
from the design order 2s is a significant drawback of the diagonal norm based high
order SBP approach.

The second theorem states that if s = τ , the diagonal norm defines a quadrature
rule of order 2τ [13]. This result was shown in [16] to have a profound impact on
the accuracy of SBP preserving interpolation operators [18], used for multi-block
couplings with non-collocated interfaces, leading to truncation errors of order τ − 1
for hyperbolic problems.

Suggestions for overcoming the order restrictions that follow from Theorems 4
and 5 have recently been presented in [5, 7]. These approaches are able to preserve the
design order of accuracy for SBP operators near boundaries and in the presence of non-
conforming grid interpolation. A drawback of these methods is that the coefficients of
the resulting operators are explicitly grid size dependent, and hence a new operator
must be constructed for each grid. As such, these operators are akin to spectral
element methods rather than finite differences, and we shall not consider them further
in this paper.

Theorems 4 and 5 both assume that a uniform grid is used. However, in re-
cent years finite difference operators on SBP form defined on grids with non-uniform
point distributions near boundaries and interfaces have emerged. Significant error
reductions have been observed for several model problems using such operators [17].
Further, operators defined on grids that do not match with the physical domain
boundaries have been introduced in [4]. Even though experimental evidence suggest
that accuracy results along the lines of Theorems 4 and 5 hold also in these cases,
there is a lack of formal theory to support such claims. The purpose of this paper is
to present generalisations of Theorems 4 and 5 to grids with arbitrary non-uniform
point distributions near boundaries and interfaces, where in addition we do not re-
quire the grid points to match with physical domain boundaries. The implication of
these generalisations are clear: the formal order of accuracy of diagonal norm based
SBP operators cannot be increased by a departure from uniform grids.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we formalise the
definition of finite difference stencils on SBP form as well as the classical accuracy
results for uniform grids. We devote section 3 to studying the properties of the
diagonal norm implicit to the definition of the SBP operators. We utilise a dual
interpretation of the norm, on one hand as an integral part of an SBP operator and
on the other as a freestanding high order quadrature rule. In this way we obtain
two separate sets of conditions that must be simultaneously satisfied by the matrix
coefficients. In section 4 we use these conditions to prove a generalised version of
Theorem 4. In section 5 we show that a generalisation of Theorem 5 follows in a
straightforward fashion. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section 6.

2. Preliminaries. Before we proceed we will specify what we mean when we
refer to a finite difference operator on SBP form with a prescribed order of accuracy.
With such specifications in place we may concisely state the classical theorems that
will be the subjects of generalisation later in this paper.

2.1. Definitions and notation. We will henceforth consider the real, finite
interval [a, b]. Upon discretising the interval by projecting it onto a discrete grid
vector x, we do not assume that the grid points match with the domain boundaries
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a x0 x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x5 +∆x . . .

δ∆x

∆x ∆x ∆x . . .

Fig. 1: Example of a non-uniform grid with r = 5 arbitrary grid points near the left
boundary. Here, δ∆x denotes the distance between the physical boundary and the
point at which the stencil becomes uniform.

x = a and x = b. The grids we will consider are of the form

(1) x = (x0, x1, . . . , xr, xr + ∆x, xr + 2∆x, . . . )
T
,

where x0 < x1 < · · · < xr and ∆x is the grid spacing in the interior of the domain.
An example where r = 5 is shown in Figure 1.

Definition 1. A matrix D = P−1Q defined on the grid x is said to have the
Summation-By-Parts property if

1. P = PT > 0,
2.
(
Q+QT

)
= eTb eb − eTa ea,

where P and Q are square (N + 1)× (N + 1) matrices and ea,b are boundary interpo-
lation operators defined on x.

Definition 2. An SBP operator D defined on the grid x is said to be accurate
to order τ ≥ 1 if it satisfies

1. Dxj = jxj−1, j = 0, . . . , τ ,
2. eaxj = aj , ebx

j = bj j = 0, . . . , τ .
By Taylor’s formula, Definition 2 implies that the truncation error ‖Df − f ′‖∞

vanishes at a rate O(∆xτ ) as ∆x→ 0. Here, f and f ′ are projections of the differen-
tiable function f(x) and its derivative f ′(x) onto the computational grid.

Remark 1. Here and henceforth, for any j > 0, xj is to be understood as the
elementwise exponentiation of the vector x. We use the interpretation x−1 = 0.

Remark 2. If matching grid points are used at the domain boundaries, i.e. x0 =
a and xN = b, the interpolation operators take the specific form ea = (1, 0, . . . , 0) and
eb = (0, . . . , 0, 1). It follows that Q+QT = diag(−1, 0, . . . , 0, 1).

In Definitions 1 and 2, τ refers to the accuracy at the boundary of the operator. In
the interior, a finite difference SBP operator may be, and generally is, more accurate.
What we mean by the boundary and the interior will be made precise in due course.

With a slight abuse of notation, we refer to the matrix P in Definition 1 as
the norm since it defines a discrete approximation of the L2-norm on the domain
[a, b]:

‖u‖P =
(
uTPu

)1/2 ≈
√∫ b

a

u2(x)dx.
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Throughout this paper, P will be a diagonal matrix. Hence we will sometimes refer
to P as the diagonal norm. It follows from the accuracy conditions on D that the
norm P defines a high order quadrature rule. To see this, we consider the so called
compatibility conditions [14, 4, 16, 12]: We multiply the first accuracy condition in
Definition 2 from the left by (xi)TP to obtain

(xi)TQxj = j(xi)TPxj−1 = j1TNPx
i+j−1, i, j = 0, . . . , τ,

where in the last equality we have used the facts that P is diagonal and that x0 = 1N ,
i.e. the N + 1 point grid vector of all ones. Now swap the indices i and j and add the
result to obtain the simplest form of the compatibility conditions;

(xi)T (Q+QT )xj = (i+ j)1TNPx
i+j−1.

From Definition 1 and the second accuracy condition in Definition 2 it follows that

(2) (i+ j)1TNPx
i+j−1 = bi+j − ai+j , i, j = 0, . . . , τ.

In other words, P integrates polynomials up to order 2τ−1 exactly. We will therefore
sometimes refer to P as the quadrature.

2.2. The structure of P and Q. As mentioned above, we will restrict our
attention to SBP operators based on finite difference stencils. By this we mean that
Q is a banded matrix which, away from boundaries, assumes the form of a repeated
interior stencil consisting of central finite differences. In order to close the operator
near boundaries the stencils are modified and become progressively more one-sided.
The most general form of Q near the left boundary is

(3) Q =



q0,0 . . . q0,r . . . q0,r+n−1

...
. . .

...
...

qr,0 . . . qr,r . . . qr,r+n−1 an
...

...
. . .

...
...

. . .
qr+n−1,0 . . . qr+n−1,r . . . qr+n−1,r+n−1 a1 . . . an

−an . . . −a1 0 a1 . . . an
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .


.

Here, qij are the stencil coefficients of the boundary blocks. The parameters a1, . . . , an
are the coefficients of the repeated central difference stencil, defined to be of order 2s
through the conditions

(4)
∂u

∂x
=

1

∆x

n∑
k=1

ak (u(x+ k∆x, t)− u(x− k∆x, t)) +O(∆x2s).

Here, ∆x is the spatial increment of a uniform grid, and s ≥ 1. A Taylor expansion
of the right-hand side of (4) reveals that this is equivalent to

(5)
n∑
k=1

akk
µ =

{
1
2 if µ = 1

0 if µ = 3, 5, . . . , 2s− 1.

Note that the interior stencil by definition operates on a uniform grid. However,
recall from (1) that r determines the number of non-uniformly distributed grid points.
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Hence, the central difference stencil may not utilise any of the first r grid points, which
is why n−1 extra rows are required in the boundary block to close the SBP operator.
Note that if r = 0 we recover a uniform grid.

Analogous to (3), the norm P takes the form of a diagonal matrix

(6) P = ∆x diag(p0, . . . , pr+n−1, 1, 1, . . . ).

From Definition 1 it is clear that pj > 0, j = 0, . . . , r+n−1 in order to ensure positive
definiteness. Note in (6) that the diagonal elements of P are equal to ∆x everywhere
except in the r + n rows corresponding to the boundary block of Q.

The distinction in structure and accuracy between the boundary and interior of
a finite difference SBP operator motivates the following nomenclature:

Definition 3. The finite difference operator D is denoted SBP(τ ,2s) if it has the
SBP property in Definition 1, satisfies the accuracy conditions in Definition 2, and
has a distinct boundary and interior structure given by (3) and (6) with the interior
stencil satisfying (5) for µ up to 2s− 1 but not for µ = 2s+ 1.

Throughout this paper we assume that the right boundary is treated in the same
way as the left one. In practice, this means that pN−j = pj and qN−i,N−j = −qi,j .
This assumption implies that the grid points are placed symmetrically with respect
to the physical domain [a, b], i.e. the distance from a to xj is the same as the distance
from xN−j to b. With this assumption we may henceforth consider only one boundary
in our analysis.

2.3. Classical results on the order of accuracy of SBP operators. As
stated in the introduction, there are two major constraints on the order of accuracy
of SBP(τ ,2s). The first result was originally shown in [14] and establishes a relation
between the orders of accuracy of the interior stencil and the boundary block of the
SBP operator:

Theorem 4. Let SBP(τ , 2s) be defined on a uniform grid. Then s ≥ τ .
The implication of Theorem 4 is clear; it is not possible to retain the order of the
interior stencil in the entire domain when boundaries (or interfaces) are present. In
fact, it is well known that if the approximation is pointwise bounded, the convergence
rate is generally τ + 1 for first order hyperbolic problems and τ + 2 for parabolic and
second order hyperbolic problems [24]. For higher order methods, this is a significant
reduction from the interior order 2s.

The second result relates to the matrix P when viewed as a quadrature rule. It
was first shown in [13], and applies to the special case s = τ :

Theorem 5. Let SBP(τ , 2τ) be based on the diagonal norm P , and defined on a
uniform grid. Then P defines a quadrature rule of order 2τ .
In the literature, operators are almost exclusively used where s = τ since this gives
the highest convergence rate possible for a given stencil bandwidth. Thus, in practice,
Theorem 5 is almost always satisfied strictly. This observation is important for settings
where SBP-preserving interpolation operators (see [18]) are used to couple discrete
domains with non-conforming interfaces. In [16] it was shown that Theorem 5 implies
that schemes using such operators result in truncation errors of order τ − 1 when
applied to a first order hyperbolic problem.

Theorems 4 and 5 are the main results that determine the order of accuracy
of diagonal norm based SBP operators. However, both results assume the use of
uniform grids. With the emergence of diagonal norm based SBP operators defined in
non-uniform settings [17, 4], generalisations of Theorems 4 and 5 are needed. This is
the goal of the next three sections.
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3. Conditions on P . As our starting point we return to the previously men-
tioned dual interpretation of P , namely that we may view P either as a quadrature
rule of order at least 2τ , or as a weight matrix in the definition of an SBP operator
of order τ . Given the structure of P in (6), it is natural to ask what conditions must
be satisfied by the coefficients p0, . . . , pr+n−1 in order to fullfil both these roles. To
this end we present two lemmas; one for each interpretation of P . For brevity of
notation, we introduce the normalised grid points x̂j = ∆x−1(xj − a) and the matrix
P̂ = diag(p0, . . . , pr+n−1) containing the boundary coefficients of P , normalised by
∆x.

Starting with the quadrature interpretation of P , the following lemma holds:
Lemma 6. For any quadrature rule P of the form (6) defined on the grid (1), the

compatibility conditions (2) are equivalent to the following conditions on the boundary
elements:

(7) m1T P̂em−1 = Bm(x̂r+n)

for all m = 1, . . . , 2τ − 1. Here, 1 is the r + n point grid vector of all ones, e =
(x̂0, . . . , x̂r+n−1)T , x̂r+n = x̂r+n−1 +1 is the point at which the grid becomes uniform,
and Bm(x) denotes the mth Bernoulli polynomial. Further, P is accurate at least to
order 2τ , i.e. the error eP is proportional to ∆x2τ or less, where eP is given by

eP = 1TNP f −
∫ b

a

f(x)dx,

and f is the projection of a smooth function f(x) onto the grid (1).
The proof is found in in Appendix B. Details about the Bernoulli polynomials are
presented in Appendix A.

Next, we consider the SBP interpretation of P and obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 7. For any diagonal norm P of the form (6) defined on the grid (1) and

associated with the operator SBP(τ ,2s), the boundary elements satisfy the following
conditions:

(8) m1T P̂em−1 =

n∑
k=1

akPk,m

for all m = 1, . . . , 2τ . Here, the function

(9) Pk,m =

m+1∑
ν=1

c(m)
ν kν

is a polynomial in the summation index k of degree m+ 1 with coefficients satisfying
the following properties:
(i) Whenever ν is even, c(m)

ν = 0.
(ii) The first coefficient is given by c(m)

1 = 2Bm(x̂r+n).

(iii) Whenever m is even, c(m)
m+1 6= 0.

Remark 3. The proof of Lemma 7 is extensive and is therefore deferred to Ap-
pendix C. The explicit form of the function Pk,m in (9) is given by equation (26) in
Appendix C.1.
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There are two main points to note about Lemmas 6 and 7. The first one is that
the left-hand sides of (7) and (8) are equal. Of course this implies that the right-
hand sides are equal as well. This is the observation from which we will generalise
Theorem 4 to the grid (1) in the next section.

The second point to note is that there is one more condition in Lemma 7 than in
Lemma 6, namely when m = 2τ . As we will see, this extra condition leads directly to
a generalisation of Theorem 5.

4. Generalisation of Theorem 4. In this section we prove a generalisation
of Theorem 4 to the non-uniform grid (1). In Lemmas 6 and 7 we have established
conditions (7) and (8) on the boundary coefficients of P and naturally these have to
be simultaneously satisfied for m = 1, . . . , 2τ −1. Thus, equating the right-hand sides
of (7) and (8), we get

(10)
n∑
k=1

akPk,m = Bm(x̂r+n), m = 1, . . . , 2τ − 1.

Note that all quantities involved in (10) are determined by the single grid point
x̂r+n and the interior stencil coefficients ak. We may thus interpret (10) as a set of
conditions on the interior stencil of the SBP operator.

Recall that our goal is to show that the interior stencil (4) is accurate at least to
order 2τ . From (5), this means that if we can show that (10) implies

(11)
n∑
k=1

akk
µ =

{
1
2 if µ = 1

0 if µ = 3, 5, . . . , 2τ − 1,

then we obtain the generalisation of Theorem 4 that we want. In fact, we may prove
the following stronger result:

Lemma 8. The conditions (10) and (11) on the interior stencil are equivalent.
Proof. We begin by showing that (11) implies (10).
Assume that (11) holds. Then, using the definition (9) of Pk,m together with

properties (i) and (ii) of the polynomial coefficients, we obtain for m = 1, . . . , 2τ − 1

n∑
k=1

akPk,m = c
(m)
1

n∑
k=1

akk︸ ︷︷ ︸
=Bm(x̂r+n)

by (11) and (ii)

+ c
(m)
3

n∑
k=1

akk
3 + · · ·+ c

(m)
m+1

n∑
k=1

akk
m+1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by (11) and (i)

= Bm(x̂r+n).

Thus, (10) is satisfied. Next, we show that (10) implies (11). We do this using
induction. Thus, assume that (10) holds. For τ = 1, the left-hand side of (10) with
m = 1 becomes

n∑
k=1

akPk,1 = c
(1)
1

n∑
k=1

akk = 2B1(x̂r+n)

n∑
k=1

akk.

The right-hand side of (10) is just B1(x̂r+n) from which it is clear that
∑
akk = 1/2,

i.e. (11) holds.
Next, assume that (10) holds and that (10) implies (11) for τ = q. In this case,
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choosing m = 2q in (9), the left-hand side of (10) becomes
n∑
k=1

akPk,2q

= c
(2q)
1

n∑
k=1

akk︸ ︷︷ ︸
=B2q(x̂r+n)

by (11) and (ii)

+ c
(2q)
3

n∑
k=1

akk
3 + · · ·+ c

(2q)
2q−1

n∑
k=1

akk
2q−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by (11)

+c
(2q)
2q+1

n∑
k=1

akk
2q+1

= B2q(x̂r+n) + c
(2q)
2q+1

n∑
k=1

akk
2q+1.

The right-hand side of (10) is simply B2q(x̂r+n) from which it is clear that

c
(2q)
2q+1

n∑
k=1

akk
2q+1 = 0.

However, property (iii) in Lemma 7 ensures that c(2q)2q+1 6= 0. It immediately follows
that

∑
akk

2q+1 = 0, hence (11) is also satisfied for τ = q+ 1. By induction it follows
that (10) implies (11) for all τ .

We have thus shown that (11) implies (10) and conversely that (10) implies (11).
Hence, they are equivalent.

Theorem 9. Let SBP(τ ,2s) be defined on the grid (1). Then s ≥ τ .
Proof. The operator, being of order τ near the boundaries, must satisfy conditions

(10). By Lemma 8, conditions (11) are therefore satisfied and consequently the interior
stencil is accurate at least to order 2τ .

The implication of Theorem 9 is clear: There exists no operator SBP(τ ,2s) with
τ > s, irrespective of the grid point distribution near the boundary. This is in line
with the convergence results observed in [17]. This result is thus a generalisation of
the classical Theorem 4 to the arbitrary non-uniform grid (1).

5. Generalisation of Theorem 5. In this section we will consider the operator
SBP(τ ,2τ) and generalise Theorem 5 to the arbitrary non-uniform grid (1). To do so,
we consider the final condition in (8), i.e. the case when m = 2τ :

(12) 2τ1T P̂e2τ−1 =

n∑
k=1

akPk,2τ .

Since by Lemma 8, the interior stencil satisfies (5), we may simplify the sum on the
right-hand side as follows:

(13)

n∑
k=1

akPk,2τ

= c
(2q)
1

n∑
k=1

akk︸ ︷︷ ︸
=B2q(x̂r+n)

by (11) and (ii)

+ c
(2τ)
3

n∑
k=1

akk
3 + · · ·+ c

(2τ)
2τ−1

n∑
k=1

akk
2τ−1

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0 by (5)

+c
(2τ)
2τ+1

n∑
k=1

akk
2τ+1

= B2τ (x̂r+n) + c
(2τ)
2τ+1

n∑
k=1

akk
2τ+1.
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Here, we have used properties (i) and (ii) of the polynomial coefficients from Lemma 7.
Inserting (13) into (12) gives

(14) 2τ1T P̂e2τ−1 = B2τ (x̂r+n) + c
(2τ)
2τ+1

n∑
k=1

akk
2τ+1.

Note the similarity between (14) and the accuracy conditions (7) from Lemma 6 that
were obtained from the quadrature interpretation of P . In fact, if the summation
term on the right-hand side vanishes, (14) becomes exactly (7) with m = 2τ . This is
the key observation required to generalise Theorem 5:

Theorem 10. Let SBP(τ ,2τ) be based on the diagonal norm P , and defined on
the grid (1). Then P defines a quadrature rule of precisely order 2τ .

Proof. Lemma 6 ensures that P defines a quadrature rule of order at least 2τ .
Now, assume that P is accurate to order 2τ + 1, i.e. (7) is satisfied also for m = 2τ ;

(15) 2τ1T P̂e2τ−1 = B2τ (x̂r+n).

However, P also satisfies the condition (14). Clearly (14) and (15) are simultaneously
satisfied if and only if

c
(2τ)
2τ+1

n∑
k=1

akk
2τ+1 = 0.

Moreover, property (iii) in Lemma 7 ensures that c(2τ)
2τ+1 6= 0. Thus, we must have

n∑
k=1

akk
2τ+1 = 0.

However, by (5) this is precisely the condition required for the the interior stencil to
be at least of order 2τ + 2, which violates Definition 3 of SBP(τ ,2τ). Therefore, (15)
cannot be satisfied, which implies that the quadrature is of precisely order 2τ .

Theorem 10 generalises Theorem 5 to the arbitrary non-uniform grid (1). In the
litterature, the operator SBP(τ ,2s) is almost exclusively chosen such that s = τ , hence
Theorem 10 is usually enforced in practice.

6. Conclusion. Finite difference operators on Summation-By-Parts form often
utilise a diagonal norm based structure in order to guarantee stability for variable
coefficient problems. A well-known disadvantage of the diagonal norm SBP operators
when used on uniform grids, is that near boundaries, the formal order of accuracy is
at most half that of the interior stencil. Even though many attempts have been made
at finding ways to increase the order at the boundaries, they have so far been unsuc-
cessful. A recent and particularly promising idea is to utilise non-uniform and non-
conforming grid point distributions near the domain boundaries in order to achieve a
smaller truncation error.

In this paper we have shown that the classical result for uniform grids extends
to the non-uniform and non-conforming situation. In other words, a diagonal norm
based SBP operator of order τ must have an interior stencil of order at least 2τ ,
irrespective of the grid point distribution near the boundary. Further, we have shown
that if the interior stencil is precisely of order 2τ , then so is the order of accuracy of
P when seen as a quadrature rule. The problem of improving the order of accuracy
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of diagonal norm based SBP operators can consequently not be addressed by turning
to non-uniform and non-conforming grids.

Appendix A. Bernoulli polynomials and the Hurwitz zeta function.
The Bernoulli polynomials are defined through the generating function

(16) F (t, x) =
t exp (xt)

exp (t)− 1
=

∞∑
n=0

Bn(x)
tn

n!
.

Explicitly, the nth Bernoulli polynomial may be written

Bn(x) =

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
bn−kx

k,

where bn−k are the Bernoulli numbers. We will make use of the well known translation
property

(17) Bn(x+ y) =

n∑
k=0

(
n

k

)
Bk(x)yn−k,

which is easily obtained from (16). We will also need a similar but less well known
relation, which we summarise in the following lemma:

The Hurwitz zeta function is defined as

ζ(s; q) =

∞∑
j=0

1

(q + j)s

for complex arguments s and q with <[s] > 1 and <[q] > 0. For all other s and q, the
series has an analytic continuation to a meromorphic function, except when s = 1. In
particular, when s = −n is a negative integer and q = x is a real number,

ζ(−n;x) = −Bn+1(x)

n+ 1
.

We may now prove the following lemma, which we will make use of in our analysis:
Lemma 11. Let x ∈ R and m ∈ N. Then

(m+ 1)

n−1∑
j=0

(j + x)m =

m∑
k=0

(
m+ 1

k

)
Bk(x)nm+1−k.

Proof.
n−1∑
j=0

(j + x)m =

∞∑
j=0

(j + x)m −
∞∑
j=0

(j + n+ x)m

= ζ(−m;x)− ζ(−m;x+ n)

= −Bm+1(x)

m+ 1
+
Bm+1(x+ n)

m+ 1

=
1

m+ 1

[
−Bm+1(x) +

m+1∑
k=0

(
m+ 1

k

)
Bk(x)nm+1−k

]

=
1

m+ 1

[
m∑
k=0

(
m+ 1

k

)
Bk(x)nm+1−k

]
,

where we have used the translation property (17) in the third equality.
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Appendix B. Proof of Lemma 6. In this section we provide a proof of
Lemma 6. To do so we consider the grid vector ξ with elements

ξj = (xj − a)/(b− a).

Here, xj is the jth element of the vector x, defined in (1) as the projection of the
function x ∈ [a, b] onto the grid. Thus, ξ is a linear transformation of x from the
domain [a, b] to [0, 1], and is characterised by the grid size ∆ξ = ∆x/(b − a). Note
that x̂j = ξj/∆ξ. Note further that on the grid ξ, the appropriate quadrature rule to
use is Pξ := ∆ξ

∆xP .
It was shown in [1] that a quadrature rule Pξ of the form (6) and defined on ξ

satisfies the following error equation:

(18)

ePξ = 1TNPξf −
∫ 1

0

f(ξ)dξ

=

∞∑
k=1

∆ξk
f (k−1)(0) + (−1)k−1f (k−1)(1)

(k − 1)!

{
1T P̂ek−1 − Bk(x̂r+n)

k

}
,

where the function f(ξ) is infinitely differentiable and f is the projection of f onto
the grid ξ.

From (2) we know that Pξ integrates monomials up to order 2τ−1 exactly. Hence,
ePξ vanishes for f(ξ) = ξm−1, m = 1, . . . , 2τ . By (18), this is clearly equivalent to

(19) 1T P̂em−1 =
Bm(x̂r+n)

m
, m = 1, . . . , 2τ − 1,

thus the error is proportional to ∆x2τ or less. Consequently, P is accurate at least to
order 2τ . This proves Lemma 6.

Appendix C. Proof of Lemma 7.
The purpose of this appendix is to provide the details required to prove Lemma 7.

This encompasses two things: proving the polynomial equality (8), and showing the
properties (i), (ii) and (iii) of the polynomial coefficients.

C.1. The polynomial equality (8). We begin by reconsidering the first accu-
racy condition satisfied by the SBP operator. From the structure of P and Q, this
condition can be rewritten as

(20) Q̂ej + Sf j = jP̂ej−1, j = 0, . . . , τ,

where we have introduced the (r + n) × (r + n) matrices Q̂ and P̂ to denote the
boundary blocks of Q and ∆x−1P respectively (see (3) and (6)). Here, S takes the
form

S =

(
0 0

Ŝ 0

)
,

where

Ŝ =


an 0
an−1 an
...

. . .
a1 . . . an

 .
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Further, we have partitioned the grid as xT = ∆x(eT , fT ) where

e = (x̂0, x̂1, . . . , x̂r+n−1)T ,

f = (x̂r+n−1 + 1, x̂r+n−1 + 2, . . . )T .

From (20), we derive a new set of compatibility conditions analogous to (2). First,
set i = j = 0. Multiplying (20) from the left by (e0)T , then adding the transpose of
the result yields

0 = −1 + (e0)TSf0 + (f0)TSTe0 = −1 + 21Tn Ŝ1n = −1 + 2

n∑
k=1

akk,

where 1n is the all-ones vector of dimension n. However, by (5),
∑
akk = 1/2 for

all consistent interior stencils. Hence, the equality (20) is satisfied in the special case
i = j = 0. Thus, we will not deliberate that case further.

For all other viable choices of i and j, multiplying (20) from the left by (ei)T ,
then adding the result with i and j swapped yields

(21) (i+ j)1T P̂ei+j−1 = (ei)TSf j + (ej)TSf i.

Both i and j assume values between 0 and τ . Here, 1 = e0 is the all-ones vector of
dimension r + n. In component form, the right-hand side of (21) becomes,

(22)

(ei)TSf j + (ej)TSf i =

n∑
k=1

ak

k−1∑
l=0

{(x̂r+n + l − k)i(x̂r+n + l)j

+ (x̂r+n + l − k)j(x̂r+n + l)i}

=

n∑
k=1

ak (Ji,m + Jm−i,m) ,

where, for simplicity, we have introduced m = i+ j. Recall that x̂r+n is the point at
which the grid becomes uniform. In (22), we have defined

(23) Ji,m =

k−1∑
l=0

(x̂r+n + l − k)i(x̂r+n + l)m−i.

A binomial expansion of the first factor in Ji,m gives

Ji,m =

k−1∑
l=0

[
i∑

h=0

(
i

h

)
(−k)h(x̂r+n + l)i−h

]
(x̂r+n + l)m−i

=

i∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−k)h

k−1∑
l=0

(x̂r+n + l)m−h.

Using Lemma 11 on the right-hand sum and collecting terms results in

Ji,m =

i∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

m− h+ 1

m−h∑
ν=0

(
m− h+ 1

ν

)
Bν(x̂r+n)km−ν+1.
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Now consider Jm−i,m in (22). From (23) we have

Jm−i,m =

k−1∑
l=0

(x̂r+n + l− k)m−i(x̂r+n + l)i =

k−1∑
l=0

(x̂r+n + l− k)m−i(x̂r+n + l− k+ k)i,

where we have added and subtracted k in the second factor in the second equality. Bi-
nomially expanding the second factor and repeating the previous analysis immediately
results in

Jm−i,m = −
i∑

h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

m− h+ 1

m−h∑
ν=0

(
m− h+ 1

ν

)
Bν(x̂r+n)km−ν+1(−1)m−ν+1.

Combining Ji,m and Jm−i,m, we thus have

(24)

Ji,m + Jm−i,m =

i∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

m− h+ 1

m−h∑
ν=0

(
m− h+ 1

ν

)
Bν(x̂r+n)[1− (−1)m−ν+1]km−ν+1.

Note that the binomial coefficient
(
i
h

)
= 0 for h > i. We may therefore extend the

limit of the first sum in (24) to h = m without changing its value. If we then exchange
the two sums, we obtain

Ji,m + Jm−i,m =

m∑
ν=0

Bν(x̂r+n)[1− (−1)m−ν+1]

m−ν∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

m− h+ 1

(
m− h+ 1

ν

)
km−ν+1.

Finally, we reverse and shift the order of summation in the sum over ν so that ν is
replaced with m− ν + 1 everywhere, to obtain

(25) Ji,m + Jm−i,m = Pk,m,

where

(26) Pk,m =

m+1∑
ν=1

[1− (−1)ν ]Bm−ν+1(x̂r+n)

ν−1∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

m− h+ 1

(
m− h+ 1

m− ν + 1

)
kν .

Inserting (25) into (21) through (22) results in (8).
Remark 4. As is clear from (26), Pk,m is a function of k and m, but also of i.

However, since the variable i is of no concern in the remainder of the paper, we have
for the sake of brevity refrained from including it in the notation.

C.2. Properties of the polynomial coefficients. It is clear from (26) that
the polynomial coefficients c(m)

ν appearing in Lemma 7 are given by

(27) c(m)
ν = [1− (−1)ν ]Bm−ν+1(x̂r+n)

ν−1∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

m− h+ 1

(
m− h+ 1

m− ν + 1

)
.

Recall that we must prove the following three properties:
(i) Whenever ν is even, c(m)

ν = 0.
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(ii) The first coefficient is given by c(m)
1 = 2Bm(x̂r+n).

(iii) Whenever m is even, c(m)
m+1 6= 0.

Property (i) follows trivially from (27). To prove property (ii) we set ν = 1 in
(27) and obtain

c
(m)
1 = 2Bm(x̂r+n)

(
i

0

)
1

m+ 1

(
m+ 1

m

)
= 2Bm(x̂r+n).

Finally, consider any even m and let ν = m+ 1. Then, (27) gives

c
(m)
m+1 = 2B0(x̂r+n)

m∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

m− h+ 1

(
m− h+ 1

0

)

= 2

i∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

m− h+ 1

= 2

i∑
h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)h

∫ 1

0

xm−hdx

= 2

∫ 1

0

xm−i
i∑

h=0

(
i

h

)
(−1)hxi−hdx

= 2

∫ 1

0

xm−i(x− 1)idx

= 2(−1)i
∫ 1

0

xm−i(1− x)idx.

In the second equality, we have used the facts that B0(x̂r+n) = 1 and m ≥ i, and
applied the binomial expansion theorem in the fifth equality. Since the final integral
is positive it follows that c(m)

m+1 6= 0. This proves property (iii) of the polynomial
coefficients and thus completes the proof of Lemma 7.
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